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Brand New Book. Beautiful NightWho wants to make somebody cry, to see a face loseits structure
and collapse, in night under clouds lityellow by streetlamps and buildings, or in day underthe
relentless gaze of fluorescent lights? Yesterdaywas Tuesday, and today is Wednesday.
Underneathour feet there are new fuses that web in every direction, from church hall to soup
kitchen. Consider the power of the Constitution, the lyric, the tilted script. Unity among the disparate
masses. We could have been a nation of poets, but instead we re a nation of clerks. Laid over our
country, an impossible map to follow to figure out where the next problem will burst. Please forgive
me while I let it out, while I break into a small fit of tears. I am not weak, I try. When I die, everybody
in my world will die, everything will be destroyed. You, the same. The exterior of the building is a
marvel of curved glass, colorful metals that provide support and race gloriously up the structure to
veer off at the top in sharp angles. At night, spotlights mounted on it crosseach other,...
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Reviews
The most e ective book i at any time read through. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent from the ebook. Your daily life span will
probably be enhance once you full reading this ebook.
-- Jules Dietr ich V
Undoubtedly, this is the best job by any article writer. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. I am very easily can get a
enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- Rowena Lea nnon
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